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The initial-boundary value problem on the negative half-line R
u  f u  u , x , t  R  0,Ž . Ž . Ž . xt x x 
u 0, t  u ,Ž .  Ž . u , xu x , 0  u x Ž . Ž .0	 ½ u , x 0
Žis considered, subsequently to T.-P. Liu and K. Nishihara 1997, J. Differential
. Ž .Equations 133, 296320 . Here, the flux f is a smooth function satisfying f u  0
Ž . Ž .and the Oleinik shock condition f   0 for u   u if u  u or f   0   
for u   u if u  u . In this situation the corresponding Cauchy problem   
Ž . Ž .on the whole line R , to  has a stationary viscous shock wave
Ž . x x for any fixed x . Our aim in this paper is to show that the solution0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .u x, t to  behaves as  x d t with d t O ln t as t  under the
suitable smallness conditions. When f u22, the fact was shown by T.-P. Liu and
Ž .S.-H. Yu 1997, Arch. Rational Mech. Anal. 139, 5782 , based on the HopfCole
transformation. Our proof is based on the weighted energy method.  2001
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the initial-boundary value problem to scalar viscous conserva-
Ž . 
 tion laws on the negative half-line R  , 0 , subsequently to 3 ,
u  f u  u , x , t  R  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .xt x x 
u 0, t  u , t 0,Ž . Ž . 1.1Ž . u , xu x , 0  u x Ž . Ž .0	 ½ u , x 0.
Here, the flux f is a smooth function of u satisfying
f u  f u  0 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . 
and the Oleinik shock condition
 0, u   u if u  u   f  1.3Ž . Ž .½ 0, u   u if u  u .   
Ž .Our concern is the large time behavior of the solution u to 1.1 . Under
Ž . Ž .the conditions 1.2 and 1.3 there is a unique stationary viscous shock
Ž . Ž .wave   on R , up to a shift d defined by the solution of the0
ordinary differential equation
  f  ,    u . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .x 
Moreover,  satisfies as x for some positive constant c
  x  uŽ . 
 exp c x if f  u  0Ž .Ž . 
 1 k 1k ½      x if f   f u   u k  0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .  
1.5Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where g x  h x as x a means that g x h x  const. 0 as

 x a. Refer to 1, 5 . In the initial-boundary value problem, for any
Ž .  Ž .constant shift d ,  x d has a ‘‘boundary-gap’’  d  u atx 00 0 0 
Ž .x 0. Hence, the solution u to 1.1 is expected to be pushed backward to
Ž Ž ..compensate the ‘‘boundary-gap’’, that is, to tend to  x d t with
Ž . 2 
 d t   as t . In fact, when f u 2, Liu and Yu 4 have shown
that
u x , t   x d t , d t  log t as t , 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .by using the HopfCole transformation. In the case f u  f u  0 or 
Ž .s 0, the viscous shock wave  x st d goes away from the bound-0
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ary. Hence the boundary gap automatically vanishes as t tends to infinity,
and the effect of boundary is rather small. In this sense the case s 0 is
more interesting. On the other hand, when s 0, that is, the wave goes
Ž .into the boundary, there is a unique stationary solution  x satisfying
Ž . Ž . 
    u ,  0  u , which is shown to be stable. See 3 . 
Ž .Our aim in this paper is that the large-time behavior 1.6 also holds for
Ž . Ž .the general flux function f satisfying 1.2 and 1.3 provided that the
shock is non-degenerate, i.e.,
f  u  s f  uŽ . Ž . 
Ž . Ž .with s 0. When f  u  s or f  u  s, the shock is called to be 
degenerate. The degenerate shock case is also important, but it is only
Ž . 13conjectured that d t  t as t .
We now restrict our case to
u  u and f   0 for u   u . 1.7Ž . Ž .   
Let
   ,  x d t , x 0. 1.8Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then  satisfies
  d t   f    ,    d t , 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x0xt x x x
Ž . Ž Ž ..and hence the perturbation u x, t   x d t does
u   d t   f u  f   u Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t x xxx 1.10Ž .½ u   u   d t .Ž . Ž .Ž .x0 
Ž . Ž . Ž .To determine the shift d t , integrate 1.10 over , 0 to have
d 0
u  dx d t  d t  u  f  d tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H dt 
 u  . 1.11Ž . Ž .x x0
Ž .We define d t by
d t  d t  u  f  d t  u Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . x0x 1.12Ž .½ d 0  dŽ . 0
with
0





u x , t   x d t dx 0 for any t 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H

Thus, setting the perturbation by
x
 x , t  u y , t   y d t dy , 1.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H

Ž .we obtain the reformulated problem as a system of  , d by integrating
Ž . Ž .1.10 over , x ,
  d t    u  f     f    ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .t  x x x
x R , t 0 x 1.15Ž .
  x  u y   y d dy , x RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t0 H0 0 0 
	     0, t 0,x x0
and
d t  d t  u  f  d t  0, t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . x x 1.16Ž .½ d 0  d ,Ž . 0
Ž .where  x d t .
Ž . Ž .In later sections we devote ourselves to investigate 1.15 and 1.16 .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND THEOREM
Ž . Ž .In our setting the behavior d t defined by 1.16 is important. So, as an
Ž . Ž . Ž .approximation of d t , define d t by the solution in the case of  0, t0 x x
Ž .	 0 in 1.16 :
d
 t  d t  u  f  d t , d 0  d . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0  0 0 0
Ž . 
 Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..By 1.7 , d t  0 and d t  d . Hence,  d t  u c 0 and0 0 0 0 
0 C1  d t  u  d
 t  C  d t  u . 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0  0 0 
Here and hereafter, denote several generic constants by c, C, and c ,i
Ž . Ž .C i 1, 2, . . . . By 1.5i
d
1C exp c d t  d t  C exp c d t 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 0 0  0dt
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and
log exp c d  c C1 t  c d t  log exp c d  c Ct . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . 0   0  0 
Ž Ž . 1 . Ž Ž . .Since log exp c d  c C t  C  log exp c d  t , etc., we have 0  1  0
the following lemma.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Define D  exp c d . Then the solution d t to 2.10  0 0
satisfies
C  log D  t  c d t  C  log D  t , 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0  0 2 0
1 1
1C D  t  d t  C D  t . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . 1 Ž .Therefore, if  0, t is small and decays faster that t , then d t isx x
Ž .expected to behave as 2.5 . Hence, for a given small constant  0, we a
priori assume
1  D  t  0, t  1, 0 t T , 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .0 x x
and, in particular,
  1 Ž1 .cd 0 0, t D  e .Ž .x x 0
Then
1    f  d  0, t  C  d  u   0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 x x 0  x x
 C1cecd 0  eŽ1 .cd 0  0 2.8Ž .
Ž .if d is sufficiently large. Hence, we take d  1 such that 2.8 holds.0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .From 1.16 and 2.8 , d 0  0 and d t  d for 0 t t . If d t  d0 0 0
Ž . Ž .for some time t T , then d t  0 and d t  d for t t t t .0 0
Hence
d t  d for 0 t T , 2.9Ž . Ž .0
and
0 C1  u   d t  C. 2.10Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus the difference d t  d t satisfies0
f  d t f  d t  0, tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 x x
d d  t   Ž . Ž .0 u   d t u   d t u   d tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .  0 
 0, tŽ .x x1
 d d  t 1 D  t  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 u  d tŽ .Ž .
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Solving this ordinary differential inequality in a similar fashion to
Ž . Ž .2.2  2.4 , we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. For a gien  0, t satisfying 2.7 with d satisfying 2.8 ,x x 0
it holds that
  D  t d t  d t  C , 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
 c d t  C log D  t ,Ž . Ž . 0
2.12Ž .1 d t  C D  t .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .These estimates imply that we can obtain the desired solution  , d
provided that the initial shift d is large and that the initial disturbance0
Ž . x is sufficiently small.0
2 2Ž .To state our theorem, introduce some notations. L  L R is a usual
  Ž .Lebesgue space with its norm  . For the weight function W x a
eac x , a 0, define the function space
0 22 2 2  L  L R  g L ; W x g x dx . 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ha a  a½ 5

Ž
  2 .When u C 0, T ; L , it holds thata
12
0 2    t  W   x , t dx  2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a H až /

 for each t 0, T , where
eac xdŽ t .  , x d t  0Ž .a
W    x d t Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .a x ac  xdŽ t . ½ e , x d t  0.Ž .
2.15Ž .
Ž .Then the solution space of  , d is defined by

  2X 0, T   , d ;  ,   C 0, T ; L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .x 3

  2 
  ,   C 0, T ; L , d d  C 0, T .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .x x x x x 16 0
Ž . Ž .When  , d  X 0, T , we use the notation
      t   ,  t   ,  t , 2.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3;  3 16x x x x x x
which is well-defined.
Thus, our theorem is stated as follows.
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THEOREM 1. Let  0 be a small constant. Then if D  ecd 0 is large,0
Ž . 2 Ž . 2and both  ,   L and  ,   L are sufficiently small,0 0 x 3 0 x x 0 x x x 16
Ž . Ž .there exists a unique solution  , d  X 0, , which satisfies
14 222 2   D  t  t  D  t  0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .3; 0 0 x x
t 14 2 2    D       Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 3 3; ž 0 x
0
22   D    0,  dŽ . Ž . /0 x x
14   2 2 2 C D    D . 2.17Ž .Ž .3; 0 0 0
COROLLARY 1. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 1, a unique
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .solution u x, t   x d t  x, t to 1.1 satisfiesx
1 22 sup u x , t   x d t  C D  t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
R
and
C  log D  t  c d t  C  log D  t .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0  2 0
The proof of Theorem 1 is done by the combination of the local
Ž . c x existence and the a priori estimates. Since    u  e as x,
Ž . Ž .  there exists a unique local solution  , d  X 0, t if   C by a3; 0 0
standard way. Hence, we denote ourselves to the a priori estimates in the
next section.
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
Let T be
T sup t ;  , d  X 0, t is a solution of 1.15 , 1.16 withŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .. 0 0
1  N t  1 and D  t  0, t  1, 0 t t , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .40 x x 0
where
2 14 222 2   N t  sup D      D    0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3; 0 0 x x½
0t
 14 2 2    D  s  s   sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 3 3; ž 0 x
0
22 2  D  s  0, s ds . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž ./0 x x 5
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Then we show
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1 A Priori Estimates . Let  , d  X 0, T with d0
Ž . Ž . 14   2satisfying 2.8 . Then 2.17 holds for 0 t T proided that D  3; 0 0
 2 D 2 is sufficiently small.0
Proposition 3.1 implies T  by combining the local existence theorem.
To prove Proposition 3.1 we show
2 3214 2 2 N T  C D    D N T , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 3; 0 0 0
which is derived in the later subsections.
3.1. Basic Estimate
Ž . Ž .Linearize 1.15 around   to have
L     f       d t u     F , 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t x x x 
where
F f     f    f     O  2 . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .x x x
Since the flux function f is not necessarily convex nor concave, we
introduce the weight function
1a
 u u   4Ž . Ž . 
w    , 0 a 1. 3.6Ž . Ž .Ž .a f Ž .

 The weight function of this type was first introduced in 5 . Note that
a ac   w      W    e as xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .a x a
3.7Ž .
and that, at x 0,
a aac dŽ t .w  d t   d t  e  D  t 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a x 0
as t  by Lemma 2.2. Moreover, putting
u  u 
u ,
2
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we have
a
w f   2 1 a  u u   u  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a  
a
1 a    0 as Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x
 3.9Ž .a½ 1 a    0 as ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x
1a
w f 	   2 1 a  u u   4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a  
2
 2 a u    u u  Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 
1a
 a 1 a    0 as , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x
and
a
 w   u u   4Ž . Ž . Ž .a  
2 1 a u   u u  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 
  f  Ž .
f  f Ž . Ž .
1a C 1 a   . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x
Ž . Ž Ž ..Multiplying 3.4 by w    , we have3
1 1
2 2w    w f     w  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 3 x½ 5ž /2 2t x
1

 2 2 w f 	   w  d t    w   4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 x 3 x2
 d t u    w    w  F . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 3 3
The estimate of the second to last term is important in this basic estimate.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By using  0, t  0, 3.4  3.11 , and 2.13 , integrating 3.12 over , 0
yields
1 0 0 3 2 1 2 2w   dx  c   CD   dxŽ . Ž .  4Ž .H H3 0 x 0 xž /2  t




Ž .The right-hand side of 3.13 is estimated as
0
d t u    w  dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H  3

Ž . 0d t H H
Ž . d t
Ž .d t 3  2 3 22 1   




  d t u    w   dy dx 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H  3 xŽ .d t x
0 3  22 1 




0 0 3 1  C d t   dyŽ . Ž .H H xž /Ž .d t x
12
0 3  2 2     dy dxŽ . Ž .H x xž /x
0 3  322 2 1 3 c dŽ t .  
     dx C d t d t eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x x

for a small constant 
 0, and
0 01 Ž .2  14 22 C w    dx CD N t w   dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H3 x 0 3 x
 
Hence, for a large D0
1 0 0 3 2 2 2w   dx  c     dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H3 0 x xž /2  t
321 3 c dŽ t .  C d t d t e . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since
t 3 1421 3 c dŽ . C d  d  e D   dŽ . Ž . Ž .H 0
0
t 32 d141 C D   C log D   D   dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 0 0
0
 C2 D 2 ,0
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Ž . Ž .14multiplying 3.14 by D  t and integrating the resultant inequality0
Ž .over 0, t , we obtain the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. It holds that
t14 142 2 2     D  t  t  D         dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3 H 3 30 0 x
0
3214 2 2  C D    D  CN T . 3.15Ž . Ž .Ž .30 0 0
3.2. Estimate of Higher Order Deriatie, I
Ž .Differentiate 3.4 in x to have
L    f     Ž . Ž .Ž .x x t x x x x x
 f 	       d t    F , 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . x x x x
where
F  f    f    f 	     f    f   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x x x x x x
  2  O      . 3.17Ž .Ž .x x x x x
Ž . Ž .Multiplying 3.16 by w   we have3 x
1 1
2 2w   w f     w   Ž . Ž . Ž .3 x 3 x 3 x x x½ 5ž /2 2t x
1

 2 2 w f 	   w  d t    w   4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3 x x 3 x x2
132        C  w    C d t    F  w   ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x 3 x x x x 3 x
3.18Ž .
Ž . Ž .which is similar to 3.12 . The second to last term in 3.18 has no
Ž .difficulty, different from 3.12 . Here we must evaluate the terms from the
boundary, which are bounded by
3  2 1C  d t  d t   d t  C D  tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5x x x 0
23 C D  t , 3.19Ž . Ž .0
because
1  0, t    d t and  0, t  C D  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x  x x 0
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Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.18 over , 0 , we have
1 0 0 3 2 2 2w   dx  c      dxŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H3 x 0 x x x xž /2  t
23 22  C D  t   t  D  tŽ . Ž . Ž .30 x 0½
0
  F  w   dx . 3.20Ž . Ž .H x 3 x 5

Since
t 14 23 1 2C D    D   d C D ,Ž . Ž .H 0 0 0
0
Ž . Ž .14multiplying 3.20 by D  t and using Lemma 3.1, we obtain0
LEMMA 3.2. It holds that
t14 142 2 2     D  t  t  D         dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3 H 3 30 x 0 x x x
0
3214 2 2  C D  ,    D N T . 3.21Ž . Ž .Ž .30 0 0 x 0
3.3. Estimate of Higher Order Deriatie, II
Ž .Differentiate 3.16 in x to have
L    f     Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x x t x x x x x x x
     O       d t    F , 3.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x x x x x x x x
where
  2     2F O           . 3.23Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x x x x x x x x x x x x x
Ž .First, we see the relation of boundary values. Since u    satis-x
Ž . 0 Ž Ž . .fies u  f u  u  0, the integration H u  f u  u dx 0t x x x  t x x x x
Ž .  gives f  u u  u and hencex0 x0 x x x
 0, t  f  u  0, t  f  u  d t   d tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x x  x x  x x x
2 f  u  0, t O 1  d t . 3.24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . x x x
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Here, we adopt the additional weight function
99 c ² :z   e    as ,Ž . Ž .Ž .9 x
Ž .where    u and c is, respectively, chosen when   0 or
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..16 0. Multiplying 3.22 by w   z       as13 9 x x x x x
, we have, with a 1 3 ,
1 1
2 2z w    z  w f     w   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .9 a x x 9 a x x a x x x x x½ 5ž /2 2t x
2 2 z  A x , t  d t B x , t   z  w  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .9 x x 9 a x x x
 
 z   9c w   Ž . Ž .9  a x x x x x² : 
6  62 2     C     C d t  Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x x x x x
16    C F   , 3.25Ž . Ž .x x x x x
where
1  




B x , t  w     9c w  . 3.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a x  a² : 
Ž .By 3.9 and the definition of 
13
A x , t  c   Ž . Ž .Ž .0 x
Ž 
 . Ž . Ž . Ž .cf. 1, 5 , and d t B x, t is absorbed into A x, t if D  1. Moreover,0
10 2z  w f     w    dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 9 a x x a x x x x x½ 52 x
6 116 21  d t C  f  u  0, tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x  x xž /2 2
36 C  d tŽ .Ž .Ž .x
16 2 36 c D  t  0, t  C D  t 3.28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 x x 0
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Ž . Ž . Žfor a small fixed  0 by f  u  0. Thus, multiplying 3.25 by D  0
.14 Ž . Ž .t and using 3.26  3.28 and Lemmas 3.13.2, we obtain the third
lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. It holds that
t14 22 22 D  t  t  D    0,  dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .16 H0 x x 0 x x
0
t 14 2 2    D         dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 16 160 x x x x x
0
32 214 2 2    C D  ,      D N T .Ž .Ž .3 16ž /0 0 0 x 0 x x 0
3.29Ž .
3.4. Estimate of Higher Order Deriatie, III
Ž .Finally, differentiate 3.22 once more in x to have
L    f     Ž . Ž .Ž . .x x x x x x t x x x x x x x x x
       O        d t    F , 3.30Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x x x x x x x x x x x x x
where
  2   2       3F O 1               .Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
3.31Ž .
Ž Ž . 2 Ž . . Ž .Integrating u  f 	 u u  f  u u  u over , 0 , we have thex t x x x x x x x
relation at x 0,
d
 0, t  f  u  0, t  0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x  x x x x x x xdt
2 2     O 1  0, t  d t  d t   d t   t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x x
3.32Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Similarly to the preceding subsection, multiply 3.30 by z  w   ,9 a x x x
a 1 3 . Then we have
1
2z  w  Ž . Ž .9 a x x xž /2 t
1
2 z  w f     w   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .9 a x x x a x x x x x x x½ 52 x
2 z  A x , t  d t B x , t  z  w  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .9 9 a x x x x
 
 z   9c w   Ž . Ž .9  a x x x x x x x² : 
6  62 2 2     C      d t  Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x x x x x x x x x x
  z w   F . 3.33Ž . Ž .9 a x x x x x x
Ž . Ž .Here, by 3.24 and 3.32
z w   Ž . x09 a x x x x x x x
2z w   f  u  0, t O 1  d tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x0 ž /9 a  x x x
d
  0, t  f  u  0, t   tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x  x x xž /dt
d f  uŽ . 2 z w   0, t  0, tŽ . Ž . Ž .x09 a x x x xždt 2
2
O 1  d tŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .x /
2 z w  f  u  0, t  0, t  t . 3.34Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x09 a  x x x x x x
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  ŽNoting that f  u  0,  0, t f  u  , and z w   Dx0 x x x  x x 9 a 0
.16 Ž . Ž .14 t , and multiplying 3.33 by D  t , we obtain the final0
lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. It holds that
14 222 2   D  t  t  D  t  0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .160 x x x 0 x x
t 22 142  D    0,   D  Ž . Ž . Ž .H ž 0 x x 0
0
  2   2       dŽ . Ž .Ž .16 16 /x x x x x x x
314 2 2  C D    D N T . 3.35Ž . Ž .Ž .3; 0 0 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Adding 3.15 , 3.21 , 3.29 , and 3.35 we obtain 3.3 , which proves
Proposition 3.1.
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